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This is unsurprising - proteins interact with a molecule’s
electron cloud and the physicochemical properties at its
surface, not formalised 2D pictures of atoms and bonds.
However, until recently it was difficult to evaluate these fields
accurately and quickly enough to use to compare molecules.
This has now changed with Cresset’s new field-based tools.

Instead of 2D structure, Cresset’s tools use a molecule’s fields
to assess its likely activity and properties. Cresset uses field
points to provide a highly condensed but accurate
representation of the nature, size and location of the critical

properties required for binding and instigating a specific
therapeutic effect.

Field points are superior to traditional pharmacophores:

• Their positions are determined from the underlying physical
properties of the molecule.

• They encode size/strength information (as for example, not
all H-bond acceptors are equal).

• The full analytical field as well as the field point sizes and
positions is used when calculating molecular similarities.

2D structure is known to be a poor indicator of the likely biological
activity and properties of a molecule. Bioisosteres (molecules eliciting
an equivalent biological action) often have very different 2D structures,
whilst small substituent changes can significantly shift a compound’s
activity and toxicity.
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Above left: 2D structures of structurally diverse bioisosteres
both active at PDE3, cAMP (the natural substrate) and
SKF93741, a PDE3 inhibitor.

Above right: The field patterns of the compounds reveal that
they are biologically similar.
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Discover new directions for your
project using bioisosteres 

Intuitive 3D molecular designer
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Powerful computational suite to
understand SAR & design 

Effective ligand based virtual screening
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